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Barleyfields Orchard Planted
ALFI (Alton Local Food Initiative) have been successful in
securing an environmental grant from EHDC for Phase 1
of an orchard of fruit trees at the Barleyfield site, Alton,
behind the recreation area but in front on the wild
meadow.
Thirteen fruit trees have been planted to date, carefully
chosen to fruit from August to November, and they are
apples and pears. Around each tree are planted spring
and a few summer bulbs, so that it will look attractive as
the fruit trees become active in the spring and through
2022 . The area has short turf and the trees will offer some shade in this sunny area and people may picnic there. We agreed
that dwarf trees would be used for phase 1 so that they wouldn’t have more than 5m spread when older. Alton Town Council
ground team did the bulk of the planting from very early in the morning on the designated day.
One of the Barleyfields residents was key in the planning of the bulb planting and her team will maintain the area with ALFI
also overseeing it. Another resident as well as ALFI committee members and the local councillor also came to help with the
bulb planting and local interest is being shown at the site.
For phase 2 we will use old-fashioned strains, as part of the Heritage Trail. The fruit trees will be planted in front of the phase 1
trees that went in last week. This means that buds from Wisley can be grown on rooting stock but this process takes up to two
years before planting for Phase 2. As we intend to use the Heritage trees for phase 2, we can apply for training for pruning and
after care of the orchard following this initial planting. (Gilbert White’s garden at Selborne has some of these Heritage trees
such as Golden Russet.)
A sign will be hung on the fruit trees that are ripe and ready and will explain that the fruit is ripe when it falls into the hand on
touching. The sign also asks that people only take for their need and leave fruit for others to pick.
As well as the ALFI board that says FRUIT, there is a generic one about ALFI that gives links to ALFI information. There will also
be an Interpretation Panel adjacent to the fruit trees that
Alton Town Council will provide for the Barleyfields’
residents. There will be a second interpretation panel for
the whole area, including the recreation ground and
orchard, by the entrance to the area and leading first to
the recreation ground, supplied by Alton Town Council.
If you would like to join ALFI or find out more please visit
www.altonlocalfood.org.uk or email us at alficommunity
@gmail.com or see the Facebook group at fgroup ‘Alton
Local Food Initiative’. It’s fun.

Our theme for 2022

Local and Seasonal Food
Look on our website for The Local Food Directory

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Seedy Saturday—Seed Swap
Saturday February 12th—Methodist Church 10am—12.00
Farmer’s Markets
Saturday February 12th , March 12th

Fruit and Nut Tree Quiz

French Onion Soup Recipe for 4 people
Preparation 15 mins. Cook Time 55 mins

Ingredients
50g Butter, 1 tbsp Olive Oil, 1Kg Onions halved and thinly
sliced
4 Garlic Cloves thinly sliced, 1 tsp Sugar, 2 tbsp Plain Flour
250 ml Dry White Wine, 1.3 lt hot strong flavoured Beef Stock
140g Gruyere Cheese and sliced Baguette

Method
•
•
•

The answers to the quiz will be on the ALFI website
1 Common name for the Rowan tree (incidentally Rowan is
Gaelic for ‘red one’ and that describes the bunches of red or
orange berries).
2 The flowers are white and used to make tea and the berries
are black and used to make wine and jelly.
3 Member of the rose family (Roseacea) with beautiful blossom. The fruit contains a single stone and ripens quickly to red
or black. Eaten by humans (and birds!).
4 Fruit has 4-lobed husks, which splits when the fruit falls giving 1-3 large oval nuts that are brown and shiny with a tough
skin. The nuts are edible but better roasted.
5 These have glossy oval green fruit earlier on. They can be
pickled. The green outer husk falls away on further ripening to
give a pale brown crinkly-shelled nut.

6 Another Roseacea with pure white flowers. Fruit is narrow at
stalk end and broadens out towards the tip, which has a 5
pointed withered calyx. Soft fleshed and pale yellow or hard
greenish fruit, both are edible.

•

•

•

Melt butter with olive oil in a large heavy-based
pan.
Add onions and fry with lid on for 10 mins until soft.
Sprinkle in sugar and cook for 20 mins more, stirring
frequently until caramelised.
The onions should be really golden, full of flavour
and soft when pinched between your fingers. Take
care towards the end that they don’t burn.
Add the garlic for the final few minutes of the
onions cooking time, then sprinkle in the flour and
stir well.
Increase the heat and keep stirring as you gradually
add the wine, followed by the beef stock. Cover
and simmer for 15-20 mins.
To serve, turn on the grill, and toast the bread.
Ladle the soup into heatproof bowls. Put a slice or
two of toast on top of the bowls of soup, and pile on
the gruyere. Grill until melted.
Alternatively, you can cook the toasts under the grill,
then add them to the soup to serve.

7 Roseacea with bright pink flowers and fruit with sweet pulp
and hard woody, ridged stone. Yellow and red succulent fruit
has a velvety skin.
8 Whitish flowers. Unripe fruit is felted. It ripens in Octoberish
to give a yellow fruit, which is edible raw or cooked. It can be
made into jelly. The ovary has apple-pip-like seeds.

9 Male catkins are formed in the autumn but in very early
spring they form dangling ‘lamb’s tails’. The small female flowers developed on fertilization into a hard pale brown nut enclosed in a leafy bract.
10 Globe-shaped fruit that can be eaten raw. The leaf is used
in design and sculpture as 5-lobed, but the leaves are actually
variable in shape. It grows only in the south of Britain but also
in some more southern European countries.

Wishing you all a Happy New Year and good growing in 2022

